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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A Letter to Our Descendants, From 2022

Hello, descendants. I am writing this from year 2022. I am in America. Things are weird. Our

governments have betrayed us, our science has been kidnapped and put on a ventilator, and our

oLcial media is already dead.

As we are approaching two years of this insanity, I want you to hear the story of how this tower of

lies was built. This story is just the tip of the iceberg but it's important to name the recent lies — and

there have been so many of them!

In March 2020, the world went mad, and basic things like hugging a friend or going to visit your

parents were declared extreme. Borders were closed. Children were kept away from school. Privacy

was made a crime. Elder abuse was gloriTed. Going to a grocery store or just for a walk outside

suddenly required donning a ritual mask.

It was as if the wheel was hijacked by cruel lunatics, and they just started barking orders at

everyone that made no sense and caused tremendous pain — but the citizens were too shocked,

and they obeyed.

Overtime, for more shock and awe, more madness was introduced. Ritual masks became a

permanent Txture, and some of the citizens lost their minds and started feeling endangered if they

didn't see masks on everyone's faces, including the toddlers'.

Then, under a military program, the authorities came up with a medical product that was developed

so quickly (at a "warp speed," they said) that they could not have possibly tested it properly for

safety — and yet, the product was declared holier than even the ritual masks, and the citizens were

mandated to inject the mystery potion into their bodies if they wanted to go to work, eat at a

restaurant, and in some cases, visit the family.

When the government Trst introduced it, they said that the mystery potion was so potent that it

would stop the disease — and the madness would stop, and the normal life would resume at long

last.

Soon though, it turned out the potion didn't work very well and lost power quickly — not to mention

strange side effects — so there was no return to old normal at all: only barking, and more fear, more

injections and ritual masks, forever and ever.

And so here we are. It's 2022, our government has betrayed us, our science is on a vent, and our

media is dead. Weird, huh? If this sounds to you like a bad dream (hope it does) — yes, it does

sound absurd, and alas, this is our life. So, dear descendants, let us talk about the tower of lies that

they built.

Tony Fauci in Early 2020

In February 2020, NIAID Director Tony Fauci published a paper in New England Journal of Medicine,

in which he said the following: "The overall clinical consequences of Covid-19 may ultimately be

more akin to those of a severe seasonal inbuenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately

0.1%) or a pandemic inbuenza (similar to those in 1957 and 1968) rather than a disease similar to

SARS or MERS, which have had case fatality rates of 9 to 10% and 36%, respectively."

The month he published that paper was the very last month of old normal. After that, no one was

allowed to compare COVID to the bu without a punishment.

Lies, Lies, Lies

First, they changed deTnitions, some in the years preceding COVID, and some in the past two years.

They updated the meanings of basic words like "pandemic," "herd immunity," "vaccine," "vaccinated,"

"unvaccinated," "available ICU beds," "breakthrough infections" (formerly known as "vaccine

failure"), and many others.

Then, they told blatant lies. Below is an incomplete list of lies that has allowed them to maintain the

madhouse we are in.

COVID is untreatable — Many doctors disagree but those of them who have treated thousands

of patients successfully, such as Dr. Zelenko, Dr. McCullough, Dr. Kory, Dr. Bowden, and many

others, are severely harassed, while the medical protocols they have developed are blocked to

the extent of hospitalized patients being forced to hire lawyers to be allowed to take doctor-

prescribed "dissident" medications for COVID, and the FDA instructing the post oLce to block

foreign packages containing ivermectin.

(Remember that February 2020 article by Fauci? He mentioned chloroquine there as a

protentional COVID treatment. That clearly didn't last.)

Also tragically, Dr. Giuseppe De Donno in Italy was found dead ("suicide") after having saved

many lives early in the pandemic. People loved him but he was harassed by Big Pharma despite

(or because) saving lives.

PCR tests are a "gold standard" of COVID diagnostics — The inventor of PCR, Kary Mullis,

explicitly said that the technology is not suitable for medical diagnostics. The test does not

distinguish between a live pathogen (however it was or was not isolated) and debris.

With cycle thresholds as high as 35 or 45, the test can Tnd anything in anything. Even Fauci said

that with a cycle threshold above 35, tests were not too reliable. But here is a 40-cycle test

developed by the MIT. And here is a 45-cycle test used in South Australia.

The false positive rate is very high, estimated by some at 90% or even higher. Different cycle

thresholds are used for the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. Lab contamination is a thing.

As I said in my article about this, "We simply don't have good science on COVID. A reliable

method of diagnostics is necessary to call anything a pandemic, or, uhm, diagnose a disease.

Yet the show is going on."

It's a pandemic of the unvaccinated — Many doctors, scientist, and observant individuals

disagree. Here's what Steve Kirsch has to say about the pandemic of the unvaccinated. And

here is Dr. Bowden:

Let us also keep in mind that during the Trst two weeks post-vax, which is a negative eLciency

window where a lot of people get "COVID-like symptoms," the vaccinated people are recorded as

"unvaccinated." And people are only considered fully vaccinated 14 days after the second or only

dose. Or maybe the booster.

Children are dying from COVID — This is a complete fabrication. Children don't seem to be

impacted by COVID in any serious way, and while a few children with underlying health issues

have sadly passed away with or from COVID, and every death is of course a tragic loss for the

family, those cases are extremely rare.

The injections aren't causing massive heart problems in teen boys and young adults — Not true.

According to Steve Kirsch, "Anecdotal data from a pediatric cardiologist shows an estimated

100X increase in myocarditis rates. Cardiologists can't speak out without risking retribution."

Please also see this fantastic analysis by James Lyons-Weiler.

Athletes are not collapsing… nothing to see! — One of the best reports on this was made by

Steve Kirsch. See for yourself.

VAERS Is Junk Data

A pre-COVID Harvard-associated study concluded that less than 1% of all vaccine injuries get

recorded:

"Adverse events from drugs and vaccines are common, but underreported. Although 25% of

ambulatory patients experience an adverse drug event, less than 0.3% of all adverse drug

events and 1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA). Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported.

Low reporting rates preclude or slow the identiIcation of "problem" drugs and vaccines that

endanger public health. New surveillance methods for drug and vaccine adverse effects are

needed. Barriers to reporting include a lack of clinician awareness, uncertainty about when

and what to report, as well as the burdens of reporting: reporting is not part of clinicians'

usual workNow, takes time, and is duplicative."

VAERS is cumbersome. It takes no less than 30 minutes to Tle a report, and doctors don't get paid

for that. There is intimidating legal language of every page, and doctors are often discouraged from

Tling reports by their hospital systems. The number of adverse events reported to VAERS for COVID

injections dwarves all adverse events from all vaccines for the entire time the system has existed.

Medicare data shows 48,465 deaths related to shots and support the notion that VAERS data needs

to be taken most seriously.

• We should trust Big Pharma — Sure, why not. Except vaccine manufacturers can't be sued if

this product causes injury; PPzer has paid billions in settlements and tried to bribe its way out

of criminal charges in Nigeria; PTzer also asked the FDA to be allowed to not disclose their

safety and other data for 75 years; They also bullied various governments to ensure total legal

immunity.

And a FOIA-obtained "post-marketing" data (a part of the data that they wanted to hide from

the public for 75 years) showed recorded adverse events and fatalities at a heartbreaking rate

(1223 deaths in three months in their own data).

characteristics of all cases

And here is one of my favorites when it comes to trust. Jim (or James) Smith, Chairman of the

Thomson Reuters Foundation, is a Director at PPzer. He also serves who on the World

Economic Forum's … Partnering Against Corruption Initiative. Perfect. Speaking of media …

Who Owns the Media (and Everything Else)?

Here is an excerpt from the article called, "How a Company Called BlackRock Shapes Your News,

Your Life, Our Future":

Who controls the corporations who control our news? A helpful index was just compiled —

not by mainstream media, but by Harvard researchers exploring media's future. Skimming

the list, I see two names again and again: BlackRock Fund Advisors and Vanguard Group.

BlackRock and Vanguard are two of the Big Three (every industry is clumping) passive fund

asset management Irms. The third, State Street, is owned by BlackRock. Whose largest

shareholder is Vanguard. Together, BlackRock and Vanguard own:

• Eighteen percent of Fox.

• Sixteen percent of CBS, and therefore also of Sixty Minutes.

• Thirteen percent of Comcast, which owns NBC, MSNBC, CNBC, and the Sky media group.

• Twelve percent of CNN.

• Twelve percent of Disney, which owns ABC and FiveThirtyEight.

• Between ten and fourteen percent of Gannett, which owns more than 250 Gannett daily

newspapers plus USA Today.

• Ten percent of the Sinclair local television news, which controls seventy-two percent of

U.S. households' local TV.

• A large unspeciIed chunk of Graham Media Group, which owns Slate and Foreign Policy.

By the way, to see that the same trio also owns major stakes in every big company in every major

industry, just go to Yahoo!Finance and see for yourself. Here is just one example: PPzer.

And here's a quote from a Columbia Journalism Review article called, "Journalism's Gates Keepers"

about Bill Gates and his Foundation's grants to the media:

"I recently examined nearly twenty thousand charitable grants the Gates Foundation had

made through the end of June and found more than $250 million going toward journalism.

Recipients included news operations like the BBC, NBC, Al Jazeera, ProPublica, National

Journal, The Guardian, Univision, Medium, the Financial Times, The Atlantic, the Texas

Tribune, Gannett, Washington Monthly, Le Monde, and the Center for Investigative

Reporting; charitable organizations acliated with news outlets, like BBC Media Action and

the New York Times' Neediest Cases Fund; media companies such as Participant, whose

documentary Waiting for "Superman" supports Gates's agenda on charter schools;

journalistic organizations such as the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting, the National

Press Foundation, and the International Center for Journalists; and a variety of other

groups creating news content or working on journalism, such as the Leo Burnett Company,

an ad agency that Gates commissioned to create a "news site" to promote the success of

aid groups.

In some cases, recipients say they distributed part of the funding as subgrants to other

journalistic organizations — which makes it diccult to see the full picture of Gates's

funding into the fourth estate."

And here is an excerpt from a Mint Press News / Grayzone article called, "Documents show Bill

Gates has given $319 million to media outlets to promote his global agenda," according to which,

the Foundation has given 319+ million dollars to media outlets. And while I disagree with the author

on his dismissal of "conspiracy theories," his analysis of Gates' corruption is quite excellent. Below

is just the award directly to media outlets:

NPR — $24,663,066 The Guardian (including TheGuardian.org) —

$12,951,391

Cascade Public Media — $10,895,016 Public Radio International

(PRI.org/TheWorld.org) — $7,719,113

The Conversation — $6,664,271 Univision — $5,924,043

Der Spiegel (Germany) — $5,437,294 Project Syndicate — $5,280,186

Education Week — $4,898,240 WETA — $4,529,400

NBCUniversal Media — $4,373,500 Nation Media Group (Kenya) — $4,073,194

Le Monde (France) — $4,014,512 Bhekisisa (South Africa) — $3,990,182

El País — $3,968,184 BBC — $3,668,657

CNN — $3,600,000 KCET — $3,520,703

Population Communications International

(population.org) — $3,500,000

The Daily Telegraph — $3,446,801

Chalkbeat — $2,672,491 The Education Post — $2,639,193

Rockhopper Productions (U.K.) — $2,480,392 Corporation for Public Broadcasting —

$2,430,949

UpWorthy — $2,339,023 Financial Times — $2,309,845

The 74 Media — $2,275,344 Texas Tribune — $2,317,163

Punch (Nigeria) — $2,175,675 News Deeply — $1,612,122

The Atlantic — $1,403,453 Minnesota Public Radio — $1,290,898

YR Media — $1,125,000 The New Humanitarian — $1,046,457

Sheger FM (Ethiopia) — $1,004,600 Al-Jazeera — $1,000,000

ProPublica — $1,000,000 Crosscut Public Media — $810,000

Grist Magazine — $750,000 Kurzgesagt — $570,000

Educational Broadcasting Corp — $506,504 Classical 98.1 — $500,000

PBS — $499,997 Gannett — $499,651

Mail and Guardian (South Africa) — $492,974 Inside Higher Ed. — $439,910

BusinessDay (Nigeria) — $416,900 Medium.com — $412,000

Nutopia — $350,000 Independent Television Broadcasting Inc. —

$300,000

Independent Television Service, Inc. —

$300,000

Caixin Media (China) — $250,000

PaciTc News Service — $225,000 National Journal — $220,638

Chronicle of Higher Education — $149,994 Belle and Wissell, Co. — $100,000

Media Trust — $100,000 New York Public Radio — $77,290

KUOW – Puget Sound Public Radio — $5,310

With all this corruption, is it really that shocking that our mainstream science is dying and our

mainstream media already dead and replaced by some kind of an infomercial zombie? Not that

shocking, I think. And we have not even dug in the Great Reset and 4IR! I would like to end this story

with an anecdote about my cab ride with the radio on.

Whatever the show was about, it was really about COVD "vaccines." "Vaccines! Vaccines! Vaccines-

vaccines-vaccines! Vaccines!!!" chirped the radio. They delivered their horrible lies in an ordinary,

conTdent tone. They mocked the caricature "antivaxxers" and made science-conscious people

sound like slime.

The toxicity of the programming was through the roof — and yet to the driver, it seemingly felt

normal, to my great surprise. There was not one factual truth in their entire reporting — and I

wanted to scream — and yet the driver was not bothered at all.

So I guess, propaganda does work very well, and we have slid into a dystopian world. Which, as far

as I am concerned, only means one practical thing: Not acceptable, and game on.

About the Author

To Tnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Never before have we experienced such a degree of division in society caused by the psychopathic desire for power of globalist elites. It

divides friendships, families and even associations. Humanity is trapped in the disinformation imposed by a handful of psychopaths and

narcissists. Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, who was nominated for a Nobel-Prize in medicine and who's also the world's Trst and foremost

physician to successfully treat the Wuhan virus, testiTes to the Rabbinical court: “Wake up! This is World War III. This is genocide.” Far

more deaths and injuries have been recorded from the COVID-19 “vaccine” release than from all previous vaccines combined since

records began.

PTzer's conTdential report follows the oLcial narrative of the vaccine being sold by governments and the WHO. It also conTrms the

analysis of numerous doctors and scientists who have revealed the devastating consequences of the mRNA “vaccine”. "Killing is good for

business." www.globalresearch.ca/bombshell-document-dump-pTzer-vaccine-data/5763..  ..  100 QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO

ANSWER. By Steve Kirsch. “The most troubling part of the pandemic to me is the lack of transparency and accountability. The authorities

love to create mandates we must follow, but they refuse to be held accountable.” “Since nobody inside the CDC, NIH, or FDA will talk to

me or any members of my team of experts, I have tried to discuss the evidence summarized in this document with the members of the

outside committee members of the CDC and FDA.

I offered them $1M to take a meeting (or I will donate it to a charity of their choice if they want). They all refused…..” This article exposes:

the incriminating evidence. censorship. Responsibility. ELcacy and safety of vaccines. Biased news coverage. corruption. Intimidation

tactics. Mandates. More expensive. Social distancing. Evidence. Responsibility. stevekirsch.substack.com/.../incriminating-evidence
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Hi Gui. Thanks for poiting out this book: How They Rule the World: The 22 Secret Strategies of Global Power, by Pedro Banos. It's

amazing , in some countries, like Germany banned this book. Can you name some of the strategies? What about El Dominio

Mental. La geopolítica de la mente? Book from 2020, talks about Covid.  Pedro Baños dirige su atención en este nuevo libro a las

técnicas que el poder utiliza para controlar nuestras emociones, porque quien consigue controlar nuestra mente controla el poder.

Con su reconocida amenidad y lucidez, Pedro Baños aborda en El dominio mental un perturbador porvenir —que, en muchos

sentidos, ya es plenamente actual— desde múltiples perspectivas: la manipulación cultural y psicológica, la (de)formación de las

voluntades personales, el control de la información y también las posibilidades que se abren con la evolución de las

neurotecnologías o la inteligencia artiTcial en todos los campos, incluido el militar.

Además de combinar una rica divulgación con un abundante caudal de información puesta al día, esta obra se presenta como un

claro aviso a navegantes, porque se trata, en palabras del propio autor, «de abrir los ojos para estar alerta.

Solo si conocemos en qué consiste y cómo se consigue esta forma perfecta de dominación mental, tendremos la posibilidad de

ofrecer cierta resistencia a ella y preservar nuestras libertades». Aferrémonos, pues, a esa posibilidad porque todos —niños,

adolescentes y adultos— estamos aún a tiempo de desintoxicarnos, de desengancharnos del dominio mental, utilizando el arma

más potente de la que disponemos: pensar por nosotros mismos.
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Thanks GUI to remember this: Dr. Vladimir Zelenko testiTes to the Rabbinical court, saying: “Wake up! This is World War III. This is

genocide.” You can see him speaking to the court in this video, or read the transcript, or both here:

www.wadeburleson.org/2021/08/dr-zelenko-speaks-to-jerusalem.html
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Gui, it seems killing is the business, whether through wars, we got a pill for that, toxic foods, toxic pollution, toxic information, & so

on.
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Thanks Pete Smith and Just, yes, in "The Mental Dominion", Baños, reveals the new way of doing geopolitics. Baños tells us that

geopolitics today is a true geopower with psychological campaigns through world domination. In the exercise of power, armies,

starting with NATO, now call for what used to be psychological warfare actions of inbuence against the civilian population.
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Are We Living in a Dystopian Reality?
Analysis by Tessa Lena

What will our life today sound like to the future generations? Will they be able to

understand how we agreed to this?

)

In order to create massive confusion, those in power have constructed a massive

tower of lies

)

Yes, Fauci did compare COVID to inbuenza in a paper published in February 2020)

BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street own majority stakes in every big company in

every major industry, including in the media

)

The entire oLcial COVID narrative of the past two years rests on a number of bold lies, and people are being medically murdered to justify

corporate proTts and a transition to the Great Reset

)
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Psychological domination basically pursues two purposes. On the one hand, the political goal, which would be led by the States;

and on the other, the economic one. And that is where the big digital multinationals come into play, what they do is inbuence us to,

among other things, obtain data that is then sold through Mental domination, psychological domination basically pursues two

purposes.

When people do not Tnd meaning in their professional or social life, they go to a kind of "brave new world", approaching the

dystopia that Aldous Huxley spoke of, where he shows a dystopian society, that is, an imaginary society governed by a power

totalitarian, which functions as if it were a dictatorship without the citizens appreciating it.

www.tellerreport.com/news/2020-11-01-pedro-ba%C3%B1os--%22people-are-e..  22.BJYI30E2OD.html

academyoTdeas.com/2021/06/do-we-live-in-a-brave-new-world-aldous-huxl..  This links with "you will have nothing and you will

be happy" that has its objective in the Great Reset and has a guaranteed path the total domination of the technocratic elite, the

Vanguard and Blackrock Tnancial control of companies and media is the great threat of a globalism that will have all the power

and enslaves people by controlling the actions of constitutionally elected governments.

Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big capital enjoys the tax havens and housing that they

will reserve for their lives with the money from their corruption.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vanguard and BlackRock are the principal owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass

messaging on television, in newspapers, on social media platforms, and run major "news" websites. " and "Covid". Tnd when you

Google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the ones informing the world about the

"safety and eLcacy" of the bogus "vaccine". This "pandemic" has been the ideal scenario to deliver the Tnal blow to the world

economy. Small businesses forced out of business have been taken over by large corporations owned by BlackRock and Vanguard

who leveraged their assets.

This was written since the Davos meeting, it is part of the plandemic agenda, to steal the rest of the world's remaining resources

and place them under the control of the "corrupt elite".

noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism,

but we are suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom.

Extending awareness means asking ourselves about the responsibility of our minds to seek the path that overcomes fear, the

message that is in every ambition for power. We need critical thought that Tnds objectivity in the truth of science, ceasing to be a

mass man, a critical thought, that promotes the encounter with truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, and in turn, transmit

said truth from the force of knowledge, achieving collective immunization against fear, far from being manipulated by power.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks GUI, for your addition. They have already so much power and control for such a long time, that they don't hide their plans

anymore. It is more about the control than the money. For this globalist plan they need countries to give up their cultures and

national identities, so they promote also mass immigration for this purpose, like George Soros does for example, who is also part

of deep state, and involved in so many "regime change" and of course member of WEF. Soros pays indirectly many member of the

EU parlement, also pay for media training and young political pawns, that starts political parties that get Soros funding.

One big example is Obama. Obama was made president only because of the support of Soros after Obama declared loyalty to

Israel, A second way to globalistion, is to brainwash us with the of climate change, making people poor by paying hugh taxes on

fuel and electricity, many countries do this already but will be much more like new plans for EU tax on energy are in the making,

using climate change as pretext.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't a pandemic of the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated, it is a pandemic of the closed minds (mass formation psychosis) versus

the open ones.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Actually, there are several 'pandemics' around. The 'pandemic' of disinformation is destroying our capacity of reason. Very

good article. Thank you.
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Big]etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amnereyes, Nothing is being destroyed, it is being exposed to people who are beyond the state of conscioisness which, as an

example, produces 40% of the adult population with metabolic syndrome. This is turning up the heat.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Willful ignorance, it is a spiritual crime!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And its called Gaslighting......... www.psychologytoday.com/.../gaslighting  Gaslighting is an insidious form of manipulation and

psychological control. Victims of gaslighting are deliberately and systematically fed false information that leads them to question what

they know to be true, often about themselves. They may end up doubting their memory, their perception, and even their sanity. Over time,

a gaslighter’s manipulations can grow more complex and potent, making it increasingly diLcult for the victim to see the truth.
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Big]etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM
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Nothing new nere. The " belief" creators have just moved on from primitive village meetings to world wide high tech

communications.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Through life I have been on the receiving end of gaslighting quite frequently. When I was young I did not understand that it was a

form of manipulation, so my response back then was increasing efforts to reason, which were met with increased levels of

manipulation. This evil strategy is predictable once the patterns are seen and understood. Seeing it for what it is, prevents self

doubt and also puts one ahead of the game in terms of protection.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello descendants, I am a citizen of the United Kingdom and the year is 2022. It seems beyond belief that the UK, as once revered leaders

of many other nations, has become much more like East Germany under past communist rule; where our once highly respected civil

service have now created our own version of the STASI en.wikipedia.org/.../Stasi  which, if nothing else, has served to destroy the

credibility of the UK Ministry of Defense . . . now intent upon doing nothing to defend the nation; instead fully committed to supporting a

totalitarian regime of major public corporations and the likes of the Bill & Melinder Gates Foundation.

The dreadful DNA disrupting diseases they have spread throughout the world, as a means to create great wealth for themselves and their

friends will have dramatically changed your futures for the worse. Here I tried my best to tell others of their crimes, but as by now you will

know, all I got for my efforts was to have a neighbour repeatedly, over two years so far, spray acid on my small garden, and to be marched

out of the OECD headquarters in Paris, between security guards. But they cannot silence the truth; and the truth is, they have made

themselves into fully international criminals; intent upon committing crimes against humanity, not just within their own nations; but

throughout the rest of the planet .

. . and all for the simple purpose of being "In Control". I wish you well, and hope that, as with past history here on our planet; they will,

eventually, die out as also their stupidities. That they follow the fate of the likes of the Spanish Inquisition. Now, you too have to learn the

lesson taught at the end of WW1, never again!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hasn't it been said when you choose your enemies be careful, because that is what you will become most like?
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t know what to believe anymore. I read one conspiracy theory that the Spanish Inquisition was a hoax too. Supposedly it

never did what history tells us. Supposedly, the Dark Ages were a great period of growth (they should have been called the Light

ages) but they lie to us, and our then rulers organized the Plagues plandemics to destroy the growth. It is a good strategy to kill off

a lot of people and appropriate what they had. This way the rulers become even richer. It is diLcult to ascertain what is true and

what not in history. Today, I am wondering about the Freedom Convoy. Why does a globalist like Evil Elon Musk support it? Is this a

set up? Who do you trust anymore? Complete collapse of integrity. What I know for a fact, that man has been scamming man

forever. We are a sad species. Other animals are better than us. I think we have lived in a dystopia forever, we just didn’t know it.
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

severe seasonal inbuenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%) Jct: This is the error that allowed them to pull off the

Apple Orange comparison. 0.1% is not the hospitalized Case Fatality Rate, it's the Infection Fatality Rate. Flu's Case Fatality Rate is 10%.

So Fauci comparing Covid's 3.4% CFR not to the Flu's f10% CFR vut to its 0.1% IFR hyped the threat a hundredfold. Hence the name of my

book:  Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold www.amazon.com/.../b09dfgld8d   Would you take the suicide clot shot if you knew the Covid

Mortality threat is a false alarm? "I refuse the jab because the Covid mortality threat was hyped a hundredfold by comparing Covid CFR to

the too small Flu IFR." http://SmartestMan.Ca/kotp  videos index You'll never see the Apple Orange comparison if you think Flu's CFR is

0.1%. smartestman.ca/c19scjct.pdf  has the statistical proof.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Are We Living in a Dystopian Reality?" Actually, people are Tnally being shown that they live in a FAKE REALITY!! Their lives, that people

think are their own, have been CREATED FOR YOU, BY THE GLOBALISTS. EVERYTHING that you thought was 'normal life' HAS BEEN

CREATED FOR YOU. EVERYTHING IS FAKE......so-called 'food' (Corp 'food' is NOT FOOD!), so-called 'education', so-called 'medical/health

care'; so-called 'News', and so on. Even our HISTORY is FAKE!!! Our History is NOT what 'they' say it is!!!! People are living a MASSIVE LIE!

But, this is now coming to an END, and what WILL come next is a MASSIVE DOSE OF REALITY......which MOST will NOT be able to handle!

And MOST will NOT survive what is coming!! (this includes the Globalists and their Minions!)
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article Tessa. Its always good to learn new information and all that Gates Corp Media money corruption is mind boggling. The

Corp media has to busted up legally as an info monopoly for us to have any chance at winning. This proves the illegal monopoly:

www.bbc.com/mediacentre/2020/trusted-news-initiative-vaccine-disinform..
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Instead of calling it news, let's call an advertisement show for the sponsors. Advertainment. Not even infotainment. Advertainment. [A

new word that seems to Tt. A word like propaganda ~ beTtting fascism.]
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lookingintoit
Joined On 3/30/2021 8:13:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From "The Trusted News" article. Admitting they were involved i our elections. " The TNI is already working together to tackle to spread of

harmful coronavirus disinformation and previously has had success running a rapid alert system during the UK 2019 General Election,

Myanmar and Taiwan 2020 General Elections and the US Presidential Election."
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of us long timers with Dr M knew well the need for good nutrition and appropriate supplementation especially immune boosters.

We treated our mild cases easily at home. My family thanks Dr M, his team and commenters who added info to to each article.
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dusty35
Joined On 1/3/2017 11:31:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

canada has a garbage news soursecall CBC
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm retired and read most of the day. This is the best, most eye-opening article on Covid I've come across in weeks.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all we know about the Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion, in our faces, for the past couple of years; the fact that the coronavirus is a

collection of cold viruses; and this is the cold and bu season...Why are people still believing in this covid hoax?!!!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A worthwhile video...(only 6-min)...rumble.com/vt59nu-how-they-took-a-virus-and-made-it-a-pandmic.html
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a case where the messenger should be shot! Shot dead, ripped apart and hung out for the crows! How absurd for "The Media" (like

"The Science") to push the singular message of our evilest empire we don't even know we support and live in. Don't people know that

words become thoughts; wrong thoughts that become bad actions and create the peers that piss on your boot whenever you get

off-message? Free speech HaHa! Like Julian Assange, reporting the truth becomes criminal. Like Trump's "Fake News" that made him

public enemy number one.   caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/consider-the-possibility-that-this?utm..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "media" originally consolidated under Raygun's FCC, must be judged INSANE! They push war and censor peacemakers, they

push drugs and censor established science, they tell us our food/water are healthy and pure, they ignore the austerity brought by

inbation, they push the elite agenda telling the 99% they enjoy freedom and democracy, and they have sucked for the century they

have controlled our minds. If that ain't crazy, what is?
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are now beginning to see books banned just as in Nazi Germany---when are we going to wake up and smell the coffee? Banned in the

UK at one college--George Orwell's "1984" Banned in the US in one school "Maus" by Art Speigelman Remember "Fahrenheit 451"? This

world has become a refuge for idiots where 'common' sense is NOT SO COMMON ANYMORE!
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great reporting thanks! A little tip: Often times, everything after a question mark in a link is not needed, so

"?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoxMTcxMTksInBvc3RfaWQiOjQ2NDg4NjMxLCJfIjoiODZhaDciLCJpYXQiOjE2NDExNTQ5MDcsImV4cCI6MTY0MTE1ODUwNywiaXNzIjoicHViLTU0ODM1NCIsInN1YiI6InBvc3QtcmVhY3Rpb24ifQ.XsvNkPOux5I0OZ_1cE7EXSTPFiwHQ_XRxgYILXtIVvM"

can be removed, to just this: stevekirsch.substack.com/.../pandemic-of-the-unvaccinated
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a message in a bottle - descendents may not appear - Robinson Crusoe is still wondering around his island searching for anything that

lives - this Age that we are now passing through might be the Tnal stage for homo sapiens - the manipulations of the human physiology

into physiological SLAVERY known as transhumanism might mean that descendency has come to an abrupt halt - like the Rosetta Sone

some future archeologist might discern some meaning from the morass that we think of as present reality - the idea that the Slsaves of

the Future would be interested in the BRAIN DEAD relics of our present denouemont is laughable - the only hope in a dystopian milieu is

that the sleight will be wiped clean - keep your message buried like the Dead Sea Scrolls that revealed that the Essenes were a messianic

monastic group that Jesus was aware of as John the Baptist was a member of this Essene cult that had a history of over 100 years - so

much is lost in the sands of Time that its relevancy has become eroded and now lacks meaning itself
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In order to create massive confusion, those in power have constructed a massive tower of lies."  Yes, Clique Formation Psychosis, and

they called us nutz!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, a Modern Tower of Babble.
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